
CHARACTER ANALYSIS OF WINSTON IN GEORGE ORWELLS 1984

's Winston Smith Character Analysis. George Orwell's novel followed in the footsteps of his previous works that mocked
the political entities of the day.

The brainwashing is a success. We'll have what they're having. Winston shows up with Julia, proclaims his
hatred for the party, and receives instructions from O'Brien on how to receive a book that divulges the party's
secrets. He knows an awful lot about things he should not know about. Emmanuel Goldstein â€” Oceania's
public enemy 1 probably doesn't exist either. This is the future. For example a, major tenet of the Party's
philosophy is that War is Peace. The original articles are tossed in an incinerator, never to be seen again. He
constantly drinks gin and secretly harbors ill will toward Big Brother and the party. Ignorance is Strength. And
what way of knowing that the dominion of the Party would not endure forever? Every reader is able to identify
with him and experience his pain and agony, caused by living in a society where life is controlled like any
other machine and where all thoughts and actions are controlled by the Big Brother. Winston is a kind of
innocent in a world gone wrong, and it is through him that the reader is able to understand and feel the
suffering that exists in the totalitarian society of Oceania. It is unclear whether he was rebellious in the past or
whether he has always been a strict party supporter. He is also acquainted with the democratic institutions that
enabled people to select the leaders of their choice and the rights and freedoms that people enjoyed previously.
Seriously, even just keeping his journal is enough to warrant a death sentenceâ€”the dude's brave. He is
among the few people who still can reason like human beings. A reader cannot resist identifying with
Winston: He is ordinary, yet he finds the strength to try and make his circumstances better. With this ending,
Orwell sends a powerful message about the extent to which totalitarian rule can kill the human spiritâ€”a
warning to us all. Unhappy with the society which he lives in, Winston decides to take the risk of writing a
diary to assert his independence and protest. Talk about the ultimate betrayal. The real hero is flawed, but his
courage, selflessness, and sacrifices for the greater good will rise above all. The world within which Winston
lives is replete with contradictions. Because Winston is so real, so common, it is easy for readers to identify
with him and to imagine themselves in his place. Winston is a thin, frail and intellectual thirty-nine year old. If
it sounds like we just described that one weird and kind-of-boring uncle of yoursâ€”hurray! He works in the
ministry of truth as a minor party member. He's 39 years old and works as a records editor in Records
Department at the Ministry of Truth. This post is part of the series: Study Guide. Parsons â€” a dull, stupid
neighbor and co-worker of Winston whose children are obnoxious and members of the Junior Spies. Other
"fun" facts about Winston: He hates group exercise, he has an itchy swollen ulcer on his leg gross , and he
likes to write. In Winston Smith, Orwell has created a combonation of the common and uncommon in
mankind. Click the character infographic to download. If Winston were to escape, Orwell's agenda of showing
the true nature of totalitarianism would have been lost. If he could have infected the whole lot of them with
leprosy or syphilis, how gladly he would have done so! The Winston we grew to love is dead and gone. He
represents the feelings in every human being, and it is for this reason that a reader hopes that things will
change. Readers identify so closely with Winston because he has individuality and undying
self-determination. Winston is extremely and deservingly paranoid, and his overriding belief that the Party
will ultimately catch and punish him becomes gospel. In the book, kids are used to and it would seem with
really good effect to spy on and monitor the parents and neighbors. He wants to fight the oppressive regime
and does not digress from his purpose throughout the book. The prime reasoning behind censorship is control.


